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Folkand fairy tales are generally assumed to have a close relationshipwith "the oral･" This

paperl will look at some of the ways orality is associatedwith folkand fairy-tale texts,and

consider the implications of this association which is often taken for granted･ I am not

attempting to prove or disprove the oralnature of fairy tales, but rather trying to think about what

these ideas of orality ar･e doing ln Criticism, throughclose reading of selected criticaltexts. In

my view, the concept of ordity canhighlight some of the issues centralnot only to fairy tales but

also to children's literature and reading ln general.

1.What ls Orality?

Even whenthey are written or printed, fairy tales are frequently regarded as having a certain

power that is related to oral storytelling. This brings up a number of problems. h many cases,

the assumption is that orality in a text is recognisable as some kind of narratorial technique,and

this notion of orality has much to dowith "formulas" and communication, as we can see in

Roderick McGillis's discussion of JoanAiken's work:

But her story consciously uses print to call attention to the voice, to the reading-aloud-

dimension of the text.Asin au oraltales, especially the fdiry tale in which tradition

Aiken writes, we find formulaic conventions.... Other oraldevices sound from the

story: the nauator, Or more accurately the storyteller, speaks directly to the audience

... ; alliteration and repetition of words, phrasesand sentences dot the text;and, of

course, dialogue dramatically enlivens the text. ("Delicatest" 3)

Here "print" is opposed to "the voice," as the word "consciously" suggests that it requires some

artificialefFort. What this passage refers to as "the voice"and "the reading-aloud-dimension" is

based on a particular notion of orality, which is associated withtradition, directness, and

vividness. "Formnla" as well as convention is a problematic notion, becausethere is certain

arbitra血ess in deciding what constitutes a formulaand whether something belongs to it or not.

In order to recognise "formulaic conventions," One needs to have an awareness of tradition: a

single tale has to be considered in relation to other stories. Formulaand convention are

grounded on the idea of repetition, but the recognition of repedtion itself can be arbitrary, for

evenwithin a single text it is often the case that certain "words, phrasesand sentences" are

counted as repetition while others are not even when they appear several tinies. The same can be

said of "alliteration," which involves repetition of sound. Repetition is generally regarded as a
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very strong marker of orality･ According to Jam Vansina's study of oraltradition, uThe only

marked difference between written and oral1iterature of fairly regular occurrence is that

repetition is more frequently employed in oralliterature," even though"there is no special form

belonging to oral1iteraturealone" (55). The difficulty this time is where to drawthe line, when

the difference betweenthe written and the oralis seen to be a matter of degree ratherthan of

kind.

Another notable point in McGillis's passage isthat despitethe fact thatthe story lS Printed

and written,the phrase, "other oraldevices sound from the story," presupposes a reading-aloud

situation･ The use of dialogue is associatedwith liveliness presumably because it is regarded as

a more "direct" representationthan reported speech. There isalSo a problematic notion of direct

corrmumication betweenthe山audience沖-which seems to meanthe砧realH readers or listeners

rather than textualn加TateeS-and the "storyteller," who is distinguished from a "narrator" for a

reason which is not quite clear, thoughthe use of the word "storyteller" may Increase the sense

of flCtionality or performance. This argument can lead to an idea that the orality in a written

fairy-tale text "demands" readingaloud. Joyce Thomas associates oralitywith rhythm and life,

Saylng:

Nor can we forget the tale's oralorlglnS, for the sense of rhythm communicated

throughnarrative repetition and variation is markedly stronger when the tale is spoken.

The tale'S oral recitation encourages a sustained sense of rhythm, a Sense both the

taleteller and audience seem to demand, perhaps because our experience of rhythm

equates it with life.... (261)

Repetition again is mentioned, along with variation, whichalso entails the problem of how to

recognlSe it. The most important aspect of the fa辻y tale here is the commumicated "sense" or

"experience of rhythm" and not the narrative,andpeople "seem to demand" the rhythm as a

necessity･ Orality is connected to "life," something vital and fundamental to humans. This

resembles the association of orality with universality. GillianKlein writes: "If proof of their oral

onglnS Were needed, Ⅰ丘nd it in the otherwise inexplicable way ln Which certain mysticalthemeS

occur in far-nuns parts of the world not inany way linked by trade or communication" (55).

This argument canbe tautological but shows strong beliefthat oral tradition has universal

elements.

血血is way, orality is associated wi也vividness and direct coH皿unicatiom It also implies

immediacy and clarity of presentation, aS Max L也thi's statement illustrates: "The foktale does

not confirmor explainanything; it simply represents" (59). On the one hand words enable this

simple representation and communication; On the other, language as a medium dissolves, or

rather is seen to be transparent. Jacqueline Rose writes in her discussion of children's fictionthat

this view is based on a ㍑`realist'aesthetic":

lC]hildren's fiction has tended to inherit a ･very specific aesthetic theory, in which

showlng is betterthantelling: the ideal work lets the characters and events speak for

themselves. This is a 'realist'aesthetic....What it denies precisely is language-the
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factthat language does not simply renect the world but is adve in its constitution of

the world.And this rejection of language as process, its activゅ, meanSthat what is

also being refused is the ideathat there is someone present insidethe utterance ordering

it, or disordering it, asthe case may be. (60)

The premise here is that the "activity" of language, which is denied by what Rose calls a
"`realist'aesthetic" that prefers "showlng" to "telling,… entails the presence of someone "inside

the utterance" who can order or disorder it. Language is seen to take part in constitutingthe

worldand yet at the same time to be under the power of "someone." Fairy-tale criticism often

conforms to this "`realist'aesthetic" that prizes iⅡ止nediacy of presentation by denying language

as well as the speaker, althoughthe latter may not be seen as equivalent to Rose's notion of
"someone present insidethe utterance" andalthoughCrities canalso go tothe other extreme and

claim that what matters is the interpersonal communication process through the act of

Storytelling rather thanthe content of the story. It may seem paradoxical, but the basic idea

appears to bethat throughthe power of oralstorytelling,ねiry tales succeed in "showmg."

The denial of the speaker and language is manifest in the argument about the "self-

consciousness" of the storyteller. Roger Sale criticises fahy-tale writers who cause "damage"

due to their lack of "the ear and ins血ct" (25) of oraltellers,and goes on to characteriseanoral

storyteller as follows:

First, the teller is never self-conscious, never calls attention to himself or herself,

seldom calls attention to particular details 0r offers to interpretthem; never, as we say

in this century, apologizes and never explains. The tone isalways assuredwithout any

accompanylng Sense that that tone has been adopted; such assurance comeswith the

temitory. (27-28)

The oral storyteller is a transparent medium and does not explain, because the storywill explain

itself. This idea of self-erasing narrator has something to dowiththe supposed collectiveness of

fairy tales or what Sale calls "the territory": the speaker is not an identiBable individualbut an

anonymous part of indistinguishable mass. The "tone" sounds assured and natural, but this

assured authority has been called into question. Hilary Crew writes: "Asfemimist analyses have

pointed out, the traditionaltales appear to be neutraland value-free becausetheir stories are told

by, seemingly,all-knowing and disinterested narrators" (82). Words like "appear to be" and
"seemingly" of course meanthat tales and narrators do not look neutralto those "feminist"

critics. There isalSo a probleminvolved inthe sense of naturalness: Sale's remark impliesthat

the tone may in fact be "adopted"without appeanng to be so. Thus Richard Dorson invented the

derogatory term "fakelore, as a synthetic product claiming tO be authentic oral tradition but

actual1y tailored for mass edification" (5). However, how do we know whether itsperceived

orality is authentic or fake,and what difference does it make if we can distinguish between

them? h Dorson's view, authenticity of orality is related to the value of the text. Now the

question is: why do critics want to ta比about the orality of written fdry tales in the first Place?

One of the reasons folkand fairy tales are seen to contain orality is concernedwiththeir
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status as children'$ literature, which is based on particular ideas of childhood. Another reason

comes from thetheories of the history of theぬiry-tale genre. These two are actually connected,

but wewill first look at the association between fairy tales and children or children's literature.

2. Fairy l払Ies and Children

According to Roderick McGillis, "Young children live as close to a primary Oralculture as

anyone cant They leanl tO understand languagethroughthe ear, not the eye:they lean to retain

whatknowledge they need mnemonically" ("Reactivating" 252). Here "young children" are

associatedwith "a primary Oralculture," the ear, and memory. Consequently, children's

literature is thought to be more oralthan other literary gellreS. Barbara Wdl declares: "Writers

for children arealways inevitably much closer to oraltellers than are writers for adults" (204),

and George Shannon insists: "Books for the young must be written for the tongue as well asthe

eye, for they are always sharedaloud" (115). These assertions, using phrases like "always

inevitably"and "must," show how strongand prevalent this belief is.

Fairy tales are commonly regarded as part of children's literature and as suitable for

children. Jack Zipes indicatesthat this notion is established as a scientific fact, saying: "In fact,

wealreadyknow from sociologiCaland psychologiCalstudies which originated after World War I

that children between the ages of fiveand ten are the first prime audience of fahy tales of all

kinds" (Art 177). The word "audience" Suggests bothreadersand listeners, while the phrase
"fa止y tales ofall kinds" implies both oraland written tales. "Sociological and psychological

studies" are assumed to supply some kind of truth.Asone author of the "psychologiCalstudies,"

Bruno Bettelheim writes: "The fdky tale proceeds in a manner which conforms to the way a

child thinksand experiencesthe world; this is why the fdhy tale is so convincing tO him.. ‥ His

thinking is animistic" (45). This view claims to know "the way a child thinksand experiences

the world"and generalises that both children'Sminds and fairy tales are "amimistic."

However, it has been suggested that the connection between children and fairy tales is

historiCalratherthannatural. To beginwith, "children's literature" is defined by many critics as

a relatively new category. According to U. C. Knoepflmacher, "The notion that 'adult'and
'juvenile'texts should be kept apart did not become prevalent until the end of the nineteenth

century" (xiii). Inthistheory, classification of texts according to age groups is quite a new idea.

The implication is that fahy tales have notalways been for children specifically. J. R. R. Tolkien

writes:

Actual1y, the association of children and fairy-stories isanaccident of our domestic

history. Fahy-stories have in the modernlettered world been relegated to the `nursery',

as shabby or old-fashionedfumiture is relegated to the play-room, pnmarily because

the adults do not want it,and do notmind if it ismisused. It is notthe choice of the

children which decides this. (38)

The phrase "modem lettered world" suggeststhat things were different inanarchaic unlettered

world. AlthoughTolkien provides no evidence, he makes a point that the association of children
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with fairy tales has more to dowith fashion thannaturalsuitability. But is it entirely accidental?

There may be factorsthat can explain this change of fashion.

Andrew Lang's argument, which is echoed in quite a few namtives about folk and faky

tales, illuminates the logic that combines both views as it simultaneously historicisesand

naturalises the association:

These stories Ne aS Old asanything that pen have invented･ They are namted by

naked savage women to naked savage children. They have been inherited by our

earliest civilized ancestors, who really believedthat beastsand trees and stones canta比

if they Choose and behave kindly or unkindly･ The stories arefu1l of the､Oldest ideas of

ages when science did not exist, and magic tookthe place of science. ･..

When the noblesand other people becamerich and educated, they forgotthe old

stories, but the country people did not and handed them down,with changes at

pleasure, from generation to generation. Then leaned men collectedand printedthe

country people's stories, andthese we have translated toamuse children. Their tastes

remain like the tastes of their naked ancestors,thousands of years ago.... But who

real1y invented the stories nobodyknows; it isal1 so long ago, long before readingand

writing were invented. (xi-xii)

According tothis theory, fairy tales have notalways been for children only, but rather forthose

who have similar tastes andminds to children. The stories are among the oldest human

inventions that precede "reading and writing,"and are "full of the oldest ideas" despitethe fact

that the stories have been changed throughthe process of oraltransmission. Their ongln is

associatedwith "naked savage" women and children; then follows the "earliest Civilized

ancestors," whose age or gender is not specified but who believed in magic aS opposed to

science. Next, Lang draws a distinction between "leaned men" and "the country people." The

leaned men are "the noblesand other people" who "becamerichand educated"and acquired

literacy. They are grown upand no longer need oralfdry tales foramusement but collect them

for academic interest. Meanwhile the country people by implication are poor and uneducated

and still enjoy StOrytelling, mtlCh as Children do. Oralfahy tales are associated with a certain

class and age group, which are seen to be more primitive and less civilised.

This linking between "naked savage" people, children and "Countrypeople" is based on

particular ideas of humandevelopment. Lang's premise isthat different stages of development

are found both synchronically and diachronically among human beings, as George Boas

SummanSeS :

The Law of Recapitulation has had two forms, one biologiCaland the other sociological

or psychogenetic, as lone Sees fit to name it. The former was frequently formulated in

the simple statement that ontogeny recapitulates phylogeny.... The second

formulation of the law asserted a parallelism betweenthe child?nd primitive man, a

paral1elism which is obviously psychological, not physiologi･Cal. (61)
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What Lang promotes is precisely this latter fわrm of the law of recapitulation･ In this way

childhoodand fa叶y tales are associated with…the pnmitive," which, according to Boas, embraces

not onlyancestors butalso such contemporaries as "Woman,the Child,the Folk (rural),and later

the Irrational or Neurotic, and the Collective Unconscious" (8). In Jacqueline Rose's words,
HThey are connected by a fantasy of onglnS-the belief that each one represents an ultimate

begin血ng where everything is pe血ct or can at least be made goodM (138). These are respected

as pure and innocent and at the same time despised as too simple and immature. Lang's

argument suggests that the pnmitive represents everything that is not "weH and yet has some

connection to "us.… They are looked back on with nostalgia precisely because one believes one

does not belong to them, as Jacques Demida writes: "Man calls himself manonly by drawing

limits excluding his other from the play of supplementarity: the purity of nature, ofanimality,

primitivism, childhood, madness, divi血tyM (244). Though it may be excluded, it is still "his

other," not entirely separable from the self becausethe selfrelies on it for existence･ Faky tales

can be added to this list of the ‖other.M Tb put this relationship between the "self" and the

Hother" in another way, HThe opposition between the child and the adult ‥ ･ , between oral and

written culture, between innocence and decay. These are structuraloppositions inthe strictest

sense, in that each ten only has meaning in relation to the one to which it is opposed" (Rose

50). The suggestion is that these "structural oppositions" can be seen as simultaneous

constructions rather than one followlngthe other. We may now focus on one of the pairs Ofthese

oppositions and see the relationship between oralityand literacy, on which many narratives about

the history of fairy tales are based.

3. Orality and Literacy

lt is taken for granted that folk and fairy tales have their roots in oral tradition. Orality lS

almost always believed to precede literacy, but血s assumptlOn Can be questioned in a number of

ways. Roger Sale says: "In our reverence fbr触y tales of the oral tradition, we must not think

that written fairy tales are any less old" (49), suggesting that written tales can be as old as oral

tales. However, perhaps the more important polnt is that history can be argued to be

unknowable, as Bertrand Russell considers:

I doubt if it is even known whether wntlng Or Speech is血e older ibm of language･

The plCtureS made in caves by the Cro-Magnon men may have been intended to convey

a meaning, and may have been a form of wrltlng. It isknown that writing developed

out of pictures, for that happened in historical times; but it is notknown to what extent

plCtureS had been used in prehistoric times as a means of giving information or

commands. (34)

The passage sees "speech" as "a means of givlng information or commands"and defines wntlng

as something that shares a function of speech, that is, something "intended to convey a

meanlng･" "Pictures" are assumed to precede "wntlng," and what differentiates between them

has to do w地the writer's intentionality. In this way也e "pictures" as Ha fbm of writing" may
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be as old as or olderthan "speech"; however, the overall emphasis here is onthe fact that "it is

not known."

Althoughhistory may be argued to be unknowable in Russell's sense, the concept of orality

as "the other" is constructed simultaneously or retrospectively in contrast to the concept of

writing･ Waiter J･ Ong suggests that the opposition between orality and literacy mayalso be

described asthe contrasts between earand eye, magic and science, prelogiCaland rationalstat甲

of consciousness, savagemind and domesticated thought,and non-westem and western views

(28-29). Ong discusses how literacy canreconstruct orality:

Fortunately, literacy, though it consumes its own oral antecedents and, unless it is

carefully monitored, even destroystheir memory, isalso infinitely adaptable. It can

restoretheir memory, too° Literacy can be used to reconstruct for ourselvesthe pristine

human consciousness which was not literate at all-at least to reconstruct this

consciousness pretty well, thoughnot perfectly (we cannever forget enoughof our

払miliar present to reconstitute in our minds any past in itsfull integrity). (15)

"We" in this passage live in literacy･ Literacy, having "oralanteeedents," is born from orality

and is stronger than orality, uconsumlng" it･ Literacy lS Superior to orality in this respect;

however, there is something in orality that makes one want to urestoren its umemory･H Orality is

associatedwith the "past" which is not "familiar," andwith "the priS血e humanconsciousness,"

which is more naturalbut unknowable and can only be imperfectly ureconstructedj'It is for this

purpose that literacy "can be used," which implies that it is only a tool;and yet, paradoxically,

this celebrates the use血1ness or砧infinite adaptability" of literacy atthe same time･ Similarly, in

some fdry-tale criticism, orality is the ideal. According to Sale, "the earlier the writer, or the

closerthe writers tothe oral traditions, the better or less bruising the result" (25). The word
"Writer," however, implies that true orality is impossible.

In contrast to Ong's argument, Zipes suggests that orality canbe stronger than literacy,

saying: "There was always tension between the literary and oraltraditions. The oraltales

continued and continue to threaten the more conventionaland classicaltales because they can

question, dislodge,and deconstructthe written tales" (Myth 75). Written tales precede oraltales

in this argument, as the latter work on to "threaten" the former. The oralis more radicaland

flexible than the written, which is seen to be more static. Betsy Heame, on the other hand,

opposes the views that contrast oralitywith literacy, by drawing attention to the similarity

betweenthe oraltradition and printing: "Living things change･ Printing and reproduction have

not frozen these tales･ Before printing, every telling varied around a centralpattern･ Now

multiple printed and illustrated versions vary around a centralpattern.... The technologiCalera

is similar tothe oral tradition in many ways" (106). Here the stories are compared to "living

things" that "change." Although"telling" comes before "printing," they are claimed to be

similar in that both oraland written or printed tales canbe subject to change and have variations.

In short, they are bothalive, not being Hfrozen･M Hang-Jbrg Utheralso argues against seeing

orality and literacy as entirely antagomistic, saying: "It is further evident thatthe strict division

between oraland literary tradition maintained in fok narrative research for decades is a fiction;
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at best one can posit an interdependence between the two forms of transmission" (189). There is

no "strict division"alth011ghthe `itwo forms of transmission" are somehow still dis血guishable.

Thus, orality and literacy are not necessarily seen to be incompatible, nor is either

necessarily regarded as more advanced or superior than the other･ The assumption that fdry

tales, having a strong connection to oraltradition, a托mOre natural, umiversaland innocent in

comparison to other literary geNeS hasalso been disrupted, mainly throughexamination of the

formation process of tale collectionsand the role of the Collector/transcriber/Writer･ For instance,

Ruth B. Bottigheimer tries to show how GrimmS'触y tales carry ideology and argues: "one

must conclude that fairy tales offered an apparently innocent and peculiarly suitable medium for

bothtransmitting弧d enforcing the norm of the silent woman… (130). hterestingly, however,

what Rose calls ustructuraloppositions" can also existwithin historiCalnarratives of the fairy

tale genre, when they are based on a progressive view･ Thefundamentalidea isthat fairy tales

developed from simple to sophisticated, from oralto written, as well as from classic through

modem to postmodem, subversive tales. These different qualities may be regarded as positive or

negative according tothe critic's position: one may see the chronologiCalchange as progress or

degeneration.

A major distinction madewithin written fairy tales is one between folk/traditional/classic

faky tales and aruliterary/modem払iry tales. Botdgheimer lists some of the differences between

these when she writes about one of GrimmS'tales:

Rather longer than the others, it more closely resembles a literary fairy tale, a

Kunsimb'nhen. PsychologiCalmotivations are accounted forwithin the narrative;

Symbolic actions, self-consciously employed magic, the sophistication of a fra品tale,

andthe particularity absent from most触y talesal1 make their appearance･ (121)

In other words, assumng one can reeognlSe Symbols or self-Consciousness in a text, classic fdhy

tales tend to be shorter, simpler and more general,with less explanation or self-consciousness

andwithout "symbolic actions," in comparison to literary fairy tales･ The di飴rentiation roughly

corresponds to that between orality and literacy･ It follows that classic触y tales, which are

more literary than oralfolklore, are defined as more oralthan modern fairy tales and other

literature. L缶thi'S "literary folktale" introduces a similar concept:

Wilhelm Grimm's stylistic recasting was largely responsible for the creadon of the

literary fobale (Buchmb'rchen), an elevated foktale, so to speak, that we may clearly

distinguish from freely inventive stories of deliberate artfulness (Kunsimb-rchen)･

Literary folktales haveanimportant function in thatthey fill the gap created by the

disappearance of the oral traditionand have become the living possession of both

childrenand adults. They cannot be consideredfully representative of the true folktale,

however. (110)

The literary folktale or如Buchm蓋rchenM is situated somewhere between the Htrue folktale" and

more以freely inventive" and以deliberately artful" KunStmarchen, which is seen as a product of
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individualauthors rather thanof the collective folk. The idea of "deliberate artfulness" implies

thatthere isalso non-deliberate artfulness or artlessnessand that we can distinguish between

them･ Here again the "oraltradition" iS looked back on as something lrretrievable･ It is

necessarythatthe literary fo比tale "fills the gap" to be "the living possession of bothchildrenand

adults," but it is a "creation" and cannot be "the true folktale," which is yet to be "elevated･"

4. Interpretation

We have seen how fairy tales are associatedwith oralityand suggested why･ Orality and

fairy tales represent something of the other, being closer tothe ongln･ I would now like to think

briefly about the waythe notion of orality works in relation to reading･ How is the reading of

fairy tales affected whenthe tales are assumed to have some characteristics or traces of orality?

What the notion of the oral entails, namely antiquity and nexibility, are presented asthe

proof of the fairy tales'fundamental, universalnature･ Bettelheim argues:

Throughthe centmies (if notmillenmia) dming which, intheir retelling, fairy tales

became ever more refined, they came to convey at the same time overt and covert

meanlngS-Came tO speak simultaneously to all levels of the human personality,

communicating ln a manner Which reachestheuneducatedmind of the child as well as

that of the sophisticated adult. (5-6)

Althoughin another passage he recommends a faky tale's "original form" (19), Bettelheim here

attributes the power of fairy tales to the refinement as a result of "retelling" throughcenturies･

Fairy tales come to "speak" and "communicate"-of itself in a direct manner to everyone･

Humans here are divided intothe "uneducated child" and the "sophisticated adult･" The passage

also claims thatthe humanpersonality consists of various ulevelsn andthatthere are "overt and

covert meanlngS" of fdiry tales.

Problems of interpretation arise from this kind of view that fairy tales can have different
"levels" of meaning. Fairy tales are often seen to be simple and yet have a deeper meanlng･

Simplicity on the one band is naivety and shallowness･ James M･ McGlatbery laments thus:
以Another reason for literary scholars'reticence in interpreting foktale, however, is a belief,

deriving from romantic notions about popular culture,that these stories are products of a naive

imagination incapable of concelVlng hidden or deeper meanlngS Of the sort that critics discover

in other types of text" (13). The suggestion is that scholars'prejudiee against the popularity and

naivety of fohale is preventing them from …interpre血gM it･山Interpretation" here is defined as

udiscoverlng hidden or deeper mean1ngS･n This idea of naivety can be related to the notion that

the oralis one-dimensional. According to David R. 01son, "h speech,then, formand meaning

are perceived as dissolubly linked by speakers･ Literacy is instrumental in puuingthem apart by

freezing the form into a text" (153). h this view,there is no interpreting oralSpeech, where
Hform and meaning" are oneand the same thing, in contrast to the wri!ten text, which is a

砧丘ozen" form.

Onthe other hand, Cmiously enough, it is precisely the no也on of "simplicity" that invites
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variousal1egorical interpretations of fdi巧tales. Lutz R8hrich illustrates the point:

The simplicity, linearity, and one-dimensionality of fairy tales have led to a belief in

their allegoricalnature, a conviction that fairy tales meanSomething quite different

from what stands in the text‥ ‥ Folktales can be understood on various levels: On the

flrSt level accessible to everyone; on a higher level only understood bythe initiated;

and, finally, on a third level which can only be disclosedwith the assistance of

psyehoanalytic interpretation. (9)

Ⅴおious questions arise aboutthis "belief… or "conviction": How can a text "mean something

quite different" from what it stands,and who determinesthat? The waythe three "levels" are

defined isalso dubious. Why should psychoanalysis in particular be separated from other

strategies of "the initiated"? How can one understanding be "higher" or lowerthan zmother?

Thus Maria Tatar admits an "arbitrariness" ofal1egoriCalreading: "The simplicity of fairy-tale

plots invites multiple readingsandallows interpretive pluralism to reign Supreme.... There is

inevitably a certain arbitrariness in determlnlng exactly what kind of symbolic struggle is

enacted in fa亘y-tale episodesthat depart from everyday reality" (5 1). Here "multiple readings"

of fairy tales are "invited" automatically by the power of simplicity. The premise isthat a
"Symbolic struggle is enacted" wherever an episode departs from "everyday reality,"although

the definition of "ev.eryday reality" itself can be arbitrary. Butthen, we may question, why

should one bring ln a "Symbolic struggle" in the first place? It again relies on the notion of

something that is not there and yet is there.

I hope I have demonstrated some of the issues and problems surrounding the ideas of the

oral in fairy-tale criticism,andthat I have opened up assumptions that seem to be ingrained in

much of the critical1anguage. Althoughthose problems and assumptions are particularly

prominent in fairy-tale criticism, they are not confined to it and canbe useful inthinking about

the way one reads.

Note

l A version of this paper was presented at the CIRCL (Centre for lntemationalResearch in

Childhood) seminar atthe Umiversity of Reading on 3rd March 2004.
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